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Abstract

ability to deal with qualitatively di erent types of
domains, such as continuous variable domains, discrete or quantized variable domains, or mixed-type
variable domains. In continuous domains though, local search methods such as gradient based algorithms
tend to have an advantage over the GA, and that is
their ability to get extremely close to local optima in a
relatively small number of iterations. Most GAs, even
the ones using oating point representation, need a
large number of iterations to get very close to optima. On the other hand, GAs have a much higher
probability of reaching the global optimum than local based methods. One classical approach to solve
this dilemma is to use a GA optimizer to get to the
\good region" and then run a local search method
from then on. This approach is indeed very good,
but it has many problems. One problem is how to
decide that the GA has reached the \good region".
The good region may be thought of as the basin of attraction of the global optimum. In the case of highly
multi-modal spaces, this region can be very small.
In this case, we have to run the local search method
many times starting, say, from selected points of the
nal GA population. This can get very expensive.
Another problem is that local search methods su er
from a \curse of dimensionality".
This paper presents a new crossover operator. we
name it \Guided Crossover" (GC) capable of improving the steady state error of a GA optimizer (the distance between the best point found and the global
optimum of the search space) in a continuous space,
without having to use gradient information or gradient based methods.
We demonstrate the merit of our method in the
GA optimization of realistic continuous-variable engineering design domains. In such domains (such as
the two explored in Section 3) a design is represented
by a number of continuous design parameters, so that

Genetic algorithms (GAs) have been extensively used
in di erent domains as a means of doing global optimization in a simple yet reliable manner. They have a
much better chance of getting to global optima than
gradient based methods which usually converge to
local sub optima. However, GAs have a tendency
of getting only moderately close to the optima in a
small number of iterations. To get very close to the
optima, the GA needs a very large number of iterations. Whereas gradient based optimizers usually get
very close to local optima in a relatively small number
of iterations.
In this paper we describe a new crossover operator
which is designed to endow the GA with gradient-like
abilities without actually computing any gradients
and without sacri cing global optimality. The operator works by using guidance from all members of the
GA population to select a direction for exploration.
Empirical results in two engineering design domains
and across both binary and oating point representations demonstrate that the operator can signi cantly
improve the steady state error of the GA optimizer.

1 Introduction

Genetic Algorithms (GAs) [4] are search algorithms
that mimic the behavior of natural selection. GAs attempt to nd the best solution to some problem (e.g.,
the maximum of a function) by generating a collection (\population") of potential solutions (\individuals") to the problem. Through mutation and recombination (crossover) operations, better solutions
are hopefully generated out of the current set of potential solutions. This process continues until an acceptably good solution is found. GAs have many advantages over other search techniques, including the
1

maintenance module (DMM) [9] which can both be
turned on or o . The SM saves time but preventing
the GA from evaluating points that are close to previously encountered bad points. It uses a case based
learning technique to do this. The DMM maintains
diversity by preventing the GA from evaluating candidate point which are extremely close to previously
evaluated points. The DMM also attempts to restore
diversity through a re-seeding operation if severe loss
of diversity is detected in the early stages of the optimization.
The remainder of this section describes the new
crossover operator in detail.

potential solutions are vectors (points) in a multidimensional vector space. Determining the quality
(\ tness") of each point involves the use of a simulator that computes relevant physical properties of the
artifact and summarizes them into a single measure of
merit. The simulator will often take a non-negligible
amount of time, ranging from a fraction of a second
to, in some cases, many days. Consequently, gradients are extremely expensive to compute. Moreover,
the use of table lookup, and the high dimensionality
and multi-modality of the search space make it very
dicult to use gradient based methods with a high
degree of reliability.
The remainder of this paper rst presents a more
detailed description of the new operator. We then
present a number of experiments concerning the use
of our operator on two realistic engineering tasks and
across both binary and oating point representations.
We conclude the paper with a discussion of related
e orts and future work.

2.1 Guided Crossover

Guided Crossover (GC) works as follows:
1. One candidate point is selected from the GA
population using the normal selection rule (by
rank) and called candidate1.

2 GA Architecture

2. The second candidate point is also selected from
the GA population but in a di erent way: for
each point X in the GA population other than
candidate1 a quantity Q(X,candidate1) is computed. Where

The GA used in this research is described in detail in
[8, 10]. Each individual in the GA population represents a parametric description of an artifact, such as
an aircraft, or a process, with each parameter taking
on a value in some continuous interval. The tness
of each individual is based on the sum of a proper
measure of merit computed by a simulator (such as
the takeo mass of an aircraft), and a penalty function if relevant (such as to impose legal limits on the
permissible noise of an aircraft). Operators are applied to elements of the population via some selection scheme. Here selection was performed by rank
(rather than via the actual value of the tness function on each individual) because of the wide range of
tness values caused by the use of a penalty function
| rank selection prevents the rst discovered evaluable/feasible points from dominating the population.
A steady state GA model is used, in which existing
points in the population are replaced by newly generated points via some replacement strategy. The
replacement strategy used here takes into consideration both the tness and the proximity of the points
in the GA population, with the goal of selecting for
replacement a point that both has low tness and is
relatively close to the point being introduced. The
GA stops when either the maximum number of evaluations has been exhausted or the population completely loses diversity and practically converges to a
single point in the search space. The GA architecture
also includes a screening module (SM) and a diversity

(A) fitness(B ))2
Q(A; B ) = (fitness
distance(A; B )2
A choice for X that maximizes Q(X,candidate1)
is taken to be candidate2.
3. candidate1 and candidate2 are swapped if necessary, to make candidate1 the point that has the
higher tness among the two.
4. The result of the crossover is a point along the
line joining candidate1 to candidate2 which is
selected at random from the small region around
candidate1 (the better point) as follows:

Result = L  candidate1 + (1 L)  candidate2
where L is a uniformly distributed random number in the interval [1-x,1+y] and x and y are functions of the number of elapsed iterations Ie and
the total allowed number of iterations It such
that:
x = 0:2  (IIt Ie )
t

y = 0:5  (IIt Ie )
t
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In words, GC examines all the directions that can
be formed by joining the randomly selected rst can64.8694
didate point to all other points in the current GA
population. The directions are ranked based on the
contribution they give to the objective function when
moving between the two end points relative to the
distance between the end points. The best direction
according to this ranking is chosen, and a small step
46.1507
is taken in this direction in the vicinity of its best end
point. The magnitude of the step diminishes as the
GA optimization progresses.
The guided crossover operator should not be used
as the only crossover operator in a GA architecture,
because it is greedy in nature. We propose using it
as a substitute crossover operator only a fraction of
the time. In the current implementation, a random
choice is made in every iteration between GC and
18.7187
more conventional crossover operators. The probability of choosing GC is increased linearly from 0 to its
maximum value as the number of iterations increases
to its maximum allowed value. The maximum value
was 0.2 in all experiments, except in the case of aircraft design using the binary-Coding GA where the
maximum value was 0.4. The reason for doing this is
0
that the performance without the GC was very unacceptable.
-12.3837
0
12.3837
The intuition behind guided crossover is that it en5.36041
dows the GA with a way to get very close to the
1.68058
optimum once it is already near it | an advantage
0
usually claimed for gradient-based methods over GAs
| without the costly computation of gradients using Figure 1: Supersonic transport aircraft designed by
potentially expensive evaluations in high-dimension our system (dimensions in feet)
spaces.
engineScale=1.53896
wing_area(m^2)=420.038
wing_aspect_ratio=1.4604
fuselage_taper_length(m)=37.4374
wing_t_over_c=0.0286792
fuel_annulus_width(m)=0.00418291
passenger_cabin_radius(m)=1.3716
structure_annulus_width(m)=0.3048
fuselage_mid_length(m)=27.432
fuselage_diameter(m)=3.36117
wing_sweep(rad)=1.22642
wing_root_chord(m)=33.9185
wing_span(m)=24.7674
v_tail_sweep(rad)=0.785398
v_tail_root_chord(m)=11.0671
v_tail_taper_ratio=0.33
v_tail_semi_span(m)=3.67982
v_tail_t_over_c=0.03
nacelle_length(m)=11.5824
nacelle_inlet_diameter(m)=0.85344
engine_diameter(m)=1.13751
wing_sweep_over_design_mach_angle=1.17114
wing_taper_ratio=1.33194e-06

Table 1: Aircraft Parameters to Optimize

3 Experimental Results

No. Parameter

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

To evaluate our GA adaptation we applied it to design problems in two domains, the conceptual design
of supersonic transport aircraft, and the design of a
three-stage membrane separation process. It should
be noted that the superiority of the GA optimization approach to traditional optimization methods
(including gradient based methods) in these two domains has been established in [8, 10] and in [7]. In
this research we focused on the e ect of the proposed
crossover operator on the GA performance, rather
than the overall GA behavior. This section discusses
our results in these two domains.
3

exhaust nozzle convergent length
exhaust nozzle divergent length
exhaust nozzle external length
exhaust nozzle radius(r7)
engine size
wing area
wing aspect ratio
fuselage taper length
e ective structural t/c
wing sweep over design mach angle
wing taper ratio
Fuel Annulus Width

3.1 Supersonic Transport Aircraft
Design

2. Infeasible evaluable points: These are points
that represent unrealizable aircrafts but the
type and extent of model violation is moderate
enough for the simulator to complete its work
and report the constraint violation information.
As described above, a penalty function is added
to the takeo mass returned by the simulator to
account for the model violation.
3. Feasible points: The simulator succeeds in evaluating the take o mass for such points and no violations occur in the process. The penalty function for these points is zero.
In the rst experiment we used the traditional
binary-encoding GA (bit-string representation for individuals, the classical bit-string crossover operator,
the classical bit mutation operator). The results of
our experiment are shown in Figure 2. Ten random
populations of 120 points each were generated, and
for each population the GA was allowed to proceed
for 24000 iterations (an iteration denotes one call to
the simulator, which takes, on average, 0.2 seconds)
once with GC and once without it. In the iterations
where GC was used a substitute crossover operator,
the genotypes were converted to oating point and
the genotype of the newborn was then converted back
to the binary representation.
The graph plots the percent deviation of the best
point found so far, from the global optimum1 as the
GA run progresses. Each curve represents the average
of the runs from the ten starting populations.
The gure clearly indicates how GC decreased the
steady state error of the GA from an average of
around 16% to less than 5%. One other advantage
of using GC that is not demonstrated by the gure is
that all runs with GC terminate well before the 24000
iteration limit. The average number of iterations for
the runs in which GC was used is about 15000. On
the other hand, all the runs with no GC terminated
by exhausting the 24000 iteration cuto . The gure also demonstrates how GC not only improved the
steady state error, but also the overall performance
of the GA. If the search was to be terminated, at say
10000 iterations, the performance of the runs which
used GC would still be reasonably acceptable, but
not without GC.
The second experiment was very similar to the
rst experiment (the same starting populations were
used). The only di erence was that the oating point
representation described in [8, 10] was used instead

Our rst domain concerns the conceptual design
of supersonic transport aircraft. We summarize it
brie y here; it is described in more detail in [3]. Figure 1 shows a diagram of a typical airplane automatically designed by our software system. The GA attempts to nd a good design for a particular mission
by varying the aircraft conceptual design parameters
in Table 1 over a continuous range of values.
The GA evaluates candidate designs using a multidisciplinary simulator. In our current implementation, the GA's goal is to minimize the takeo mass
of the aircraft, a measure of merit commonly used in
the aircraft industry at the conceptual design stage.
Takeo mass is the sum of fuel mass, which provides
a rough approximation of the operating cost of the
aircraft, and \dry" mass, which provides a rough approximation of the cost of building the aircraft. A
complete mission simulation requires about 1/5 second of CPU time on a DEC Alpha 250 4/266 desktop
workstation.
The aircraft simulation model used is based on
both implicit and explicit assumptions and engineering approximations and since it is being used by a
numerical optimizer rather than a human domain expert, some design parameter sets may correspond to
aircrafts that violate these assumptions and therefore may not be physically realizable even though the
simulator does not detect this fact. For this reason
a set of constraints has been introduced to safeguard
the optimization process against such violations. In
particular, a penalty function approach was used to
incorporate the e ect of constraint violations into the
optimization: the penalty function was added to the
takeo mass value returned by the simulator and the
resulting sum was the quantity that the optimizer actually minimizes (which therefore also serves as the
tness value assigned to each point of the GA population). The speci c penalty function was simply a
large constant multiplied by the sum of the amounts
of constraint violation for all the violated constraints.
The presence of constraints induced a partition of
the search space into three mutually exclusive regions:

1. Unevaluable points: These are points that represent designs that violate the model assumptions
so much that the simulator cannot complete the
simulation process to produce any signi cant in- 1
Note that since the evaluation function is the output of a
formation. For such points a very large ctitious numerical
simulator we refer to the best design found throughtakeo mass is generated as the value of the ob- out all optimization
attempts as the global optimum, where in
fact we have no formal proof that it is indeed global.
jective function.
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Figure 2: E ect of guided crossover in the Aircraft Design Domain
of the binary representation. The crossover operator was line crossover and the mutation operator
was the shrinking window mutation described in [8,
10]. Line crossover works by joining a line between
the two parent points and picking a point on that line
or its extensions to be the newborn. Shrinking window mutation is done by randomly perturbing the
newborn. The perturbation window shrinks as the
optimization progresses. The result of this experiment is also shown in Figure 2. The gure again
demonstrates the advantage of using GC.

Similar to the aircraft design domain, experiments
were done using ten random starting populations.
The results are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 .
Again, it is clear in this domain how much GC enhanced the performance in both GA architectures2 .
The reason we include Figure 4 is to show that the
diversity maintenance module is not necessary for the
success of the GC operator. The SM and the DMM
improved the overall performance of the GA in both
architectures, but the GC's contribution was still substantial even when SM and DMM were turned o .

3.2 Three-stage membrane separation
process

4 Final Remarks
A new crossover operator for continuous space search
spaces has been presented, based on maintaining a
large sample of previously evaluated points. Experimental results demonstrated the merit of using the

In this domain the GA attempts to optimize the
design of a Three-stage membrane separation process using a mathematical programming model. The
problem has 13 continuous domain design variables
and 13 inequality constraints. Thus the space is partitioned into feasible and infeasible points. All points
are evaluable. A more detailed description of this
domain can be found in [11].

2 The reader is cautioned not to under estimate the overall
performance of the GA in this domain. According to [7], gradient based methods stop with more than 60% deviation from
the global optimum
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Figure 3: E ect of guided crossover in the Membrane Separation Process Design Domain
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the area of numerical optimization algorithms [5], not
much has been published about the particular diculties of attempting to optimize functions de ned
by large \real-world" numerical simulators. A number of research e orts have combined AI techniques
with numerical optimization [12, 6, 7, 1, 13, 2], and
although a GA was used in some of these e orts [6,
1, 7], this typically represented the use of an o -theshelf GA.
The new crossover operator contributed a lot of improvement to the GA optimization. The idea of taking a little step in a promising direction, proved very
powerful. In GC, the promising direction is selected
by joining lines between points of the GA population
and choosing the most promising line. However, a
very interesting idea is to create new directions by
combining several such lines. We plan on exploring
this method in the near future.
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